
Where, When, Which, Cases and Prepositions in German

Welcome to my second little help page on the German language. I hope that you all found 
the previous definite article related case information helpful!

In this post prepositions will be taking centre stage! 

Prepositions in German (as in every language) are very important, maybe even more so in 
German due to separable verbs, and the need to change the case for certain prepositions.

In German there are three groups of prepositions, Dative, Accusative, Genitive and those 
that like to be greedy and use both Dative and Accusative depending on the context.

There is, as you will have guessed, a table to help you remember all of these:

Dative Accusative Dative / Accusative Genitive

aus bis an statt

außer entlang auf außerhalb

bei durch in innerhalb

mit ohne vor trotz

nach gegen hinter während

zeit wider über wegen

von um unter

zu für neben

zwischen

Now, how to memorise all this?

Dative:

“Roses are red, violets are blue, sugar is sweet and so are you”. You know the poem? 
Well, replace the words to the poem with the dative prepositions... Said from top to bottom, 
they fit in the same pattern perfectly!

Accusative:

Unfortunately there isn’t a rhyme that I can think of that will go with one, but if anyone else 
can, I’d be happy to incorporate it into here. Until then, let’s just take the first letter of each 
preposition: BEDOGWUF.

BE DOG WUF - Not perfect English, but hey, we’re learning German aren’t we? So 
remember the dog woofs, and do so accusative prepositions!



Dative / Accusative:

The problem with this table is that the more you have to remember the harder it becomes 
to create an effective rhyme. So here what’s been done is some simple paring...

It would be useful to learn them in pairs, so for example: über and unter are in their 
respective positions, just as vor and hinter are.

Genitive:

Luckily there are only six of these, and two go together really well außerhalb and 
innerhalb. Unfortunately for the other four, you will just have to learn these this time. But as 
before, don’t shy away from the genitive! Build the foundations as solid as possible, before 
you start decorating the house!


